The investigation of the inheritance of physiological characters requires that aspects of the performance of individual organisms be measured as quantitative functions of relevant variables. The possibility of demonstrating in this way the heritable character of elements of behavior has a very special importance. We have been led to an examination of this matter (Crozier, 1929; Crozier and Pincus, 1929-30 a; Crozier and Pincus, 1931-32 d) partly from the standpoint that, in the first place, a peculiarly significant procedure is thus made available for the testing of quantitative formulations of behavior in particular instances. It has also been pointed out that a type of procedure is thus illustrated which makes possible the recognition and the genetic use of traits otherwise obscure or unrecognized, and which may be taken to provide a schema for the interpretation of breeding results which could otherwise" easily be regarded as confused or theoretically unmanageable. An important part of this procedure involves the analytical use of measures of the capacity of the organism to vary the expression of the estimated performance under controlled, measured inciting conditions. The specific element of performance extensively utilized has been the geotropic orientation of young rats of several different inbred lines (Crozier and Pincus, 1926; 1926-27; 1929-30a , etc.). The extent of upward orientation (angle 0) during creeping upon an inclined surface is a characteristic function of the slope of surface (angle a) for each inbred line. Three of these lines have been employed in genetic tests of the assumptions (1) that the quantitative differences observed are "real," and (2) that the forms of the relationships between 0 and a
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The specific element of performance extensively utilized has been the geotropic orientation of young rats of several different inbred lines (Crozier and Pincus, 1926; 1926-27; 1929-30a , etc.) . The extent of upward orientation (angle 0) during creeping upon an inclined surface is a characteristic function of the slope of surface (angle a) for each inbred line. Three of these lines have been employed in genetic tests of the assumptions (1) that the quantitative differences observed are "real," and (2) that the forms of the relationships between 0 and a are in a biological sense significantly and properly expressed by the curves drawn to describe them. The results obtained from the breeding of lines A and K have already been considered (Crozier and Pincus, 1929-30 a, b) ; the outcome of crossing lines A and B has also been dealt with so far as concerns the F1 generation and the backcross of F1 with B (Crozier and Pincus, 1931-32d) . We flow discuss the result of backcrossing F~(a x B) with line A.
In none of these tests could the quantitative features of the outcome be predicted with certainty; the situation is essentially complex, and the whole procedure is to a degree still in an exploratory stage of development. Yet the body of results to the present has given a most encouragingly consistent picture. This internal consistency is perhaps its strongest feature. The nature of the case investigated has placed physical limitations upon the numbers of individuals it has been possible to examine; the present paper, for example, has been based upon the consideration of approximately 10,000 orientation angles. The interpretation of the variability of performance has thus a special importance for the verification of the classification of individuals assumed to represent diverse classes of segregates. In any case, the crucial thing about the present material is that it was predicted (Crozier and Pincus, 1931-32d ) that in the backcross F~(A xB~ with B the progeny were expected to be all of one type, and essentially indistinguishable from the B stock as regards 0 vs. a, since the F1 individuals appeared to show dominance of the B condition; whereas with F~ × A the progeny should show marked diversity among the individual O--a curves. The data demonstrate abundantly that this expectation is realized. There is also obtained a very striking illustration of the quantitatively reproducible character of specific indices of variability.
II
Young rats of our races A and B (Crozier and Pincus, 1927-28; 1929-30 a; I931-32 a, b, d) give characteristic, reproducible relationships between angular extent of upward orientation (0) and inclination of substratum (~) during geotropic progression. The F1 individuals from cross-matings of these races show in quantitative features of their geotropic behavior an essential dominance of the type of performance given by the B parents. The diagrammatic quality of this dominance is only slightly upset by a kind of "heterosis" effect which we have interpreted (Crozier and Pincus, 1931-32 e) as due to a particular sort of disharmony of developmental processes in the F1 rats. The relationship is further complicated, however, by disturbances of the variability of the orientation angles, although these are not pronounced; the total observed variation of 0 is not affected, but the variability uncontrolled by the magnitude of sin a is increased, so that the percentage modifiable variation is reduced. This effect disappears in the adult Fl's (Crozier and Pincus, 1935-36) . These relatively minor differences between the young F~ individuals and B rats largely disappear in the backcross generation (F~ X B)so that these backcross rats are distinguishable from their B grandparents only by a slightly lower percentage of modifiable variation of 0. This is the result to be expected if the increase of the "proportion of the variation of 0 not a function of sin a" is determined by the influence of "modifiers" not directly linked with the determination of 0 as related to a, and perhaps not primarily of a genetic character. The (F~ X B) generation should then show, as a group, a percentage modifiable variation intermediate between that for F~ and for B, and this was found. In (F1 X B) rats the slight distortion of the fundamental B curve (0 vs. log sin a) which the F~ individuals show, is not certainly detectable. This was attributed to the practical suppression of the "developmental disharmony" which in F~ rats makes it appear as if a posterior region of the body grows to a certain extent faster than the multiplication of the correlated complement of tension receptor units in the posterior legs (Crozier and Pincus, 1931-32 e) .
When the results of the opposite backcross (F1 × A) are to be considered, the situation is expected to be much more involved. We have pointed out that the contrast to be looked for in the behavior of (F~ X A) and (F~ X B) rats supplies a searching test of the competence of the whole analysis (cf. Crozier and Pincus, 1931-32 e) . The A and the F1 and B lines show differences as regards: (1) threshold sin a; (2) 0 at threshold; (3) the 0 vs. a curve, at all points; the measures of variability (4) V.N. and (5) V.N. ,i, ~; (6) total observable variability of 0; and (7) percentage modifiable variation.
We have indicated that the threshold sin a appears to be connected with the shape and dimensions of the population curve for sensory thresholds in "receptor group" 1, but that there is no apparent necessary relationship between sin a threshold, in various races of rats, and 0 at this threshold; whereas total variation of 0 is determined by the total number of receptor units (cf. Crozier and Pincus, 1931-32e; Crozier, 1935) . We have no reason to expect that the magnitude of 0 at threshold sin a will be determined in the same way as threshold sin a, and we may well expect that it should be of quite independent nature through its involvement with central nervous properties. Theoretically, the magnitude of sin a normally appearing as threshold slope should measure the force necessary to excite tension receptors in the legs to an extent such that an oriented response appears. The magnitude of the orientation angle presumably measures the corresponding excitation, if orientation means that tension-excitation is sensorially equivalent (within a threshold difference) on the two sides of the body. This is thoroughly substantiated by suitable experimental modification of the units in which sin ~, and the response, are measured (Crozier and Pincus, 1931-32 d) . The amount of excitation at threshold slope of surface, on the other hand, will depend upon the "central resistance" which this form of excitation must overcome before it can dominate behavior and lead to orientation. The "amount of excitation" just below the threshold of course appears graphically as zero, since it cannot be expressed in the coordinates used. Hence the properties of the response which interest us may be expressed by a curve which lies at one or another position, vertically, on the 0--,~ grid, depending upon conditions affecting the threshold response, although the slopes of the 0---a relationship (indicating the way in which increasing sin a brings into action additional tension receptor units) may or may not remain the same. The fact that intercepts and slopes of the ~-a relationship differed independently in sundry pure lines of rats, in ourinitial experimentsled us to suspect that at least two kinds of genetic differences must be concerned in the characterization of distinct types of curves of geotropic response (Crozier and Pincus, 1929-30a) .
We have been concerned primarily with a method of discovering whether it is possible to demonstrate, by independent, non-ambiguous criteria, that quantitative formulations of the performance of a biological system are valid, competent, real. Two steps in this procedure are (1) the reduction of the variation of performance to rational measurement and dissection, (2) the testing of the biological reality of equations expressing performance through the genetic behavior of their characteristic constants. The two steps are interrelated, and require the use of estimates of the functional dependence of performance upon a known, measured, governing variable. It has been emphasized (Crozier and Pincus, 1929-30a; 1931-32 a, e; 1932) that the converse use of such systems of relationships, as a means of genetic analysis, is not merely desirable, but necessary, although we cannot expect to encounter at first situations entirely simple.
From breeding experiments with races A and K (Crozier and Pincus, 1929-30 b) we know that the three main groups of tension receptors implicated in the orientation of geotropic creeping, as defined by the frequency distributions of their receptor threshold, are inherited independently. Two of these groups (Az, A,) were dominant over their K homologs (K1, K,), the third group (Aa) being recessive to Ks. But BI, B2, Bs are dominant over Az, A,, Aa. This is not alone attested by the correspondence of the ~-a curves for B, F1, and (F1 × B) as regards the absolute magnitudes of e, but by the threshold slope for significant orientation and by the orders of magnitude of the indices of variation of 0. The way in which the two latter quantities appear to be determined by the form of the frequency distributions of thresholds for excitation of the receptor units, and by the total number of these units, has been given preliminary consideration in earlier papers. In the cross A X B it was recognized, however (Crozier and Pincus, 1931-32 e) , that there appeared in F~ the effect of influences decreasing the proportion of the modifiable variability of 0. On this general basis we have reason to expect that the offspring of matings of F~ individuals with A rats will be of several distinct classes at least, in which all possible combinations of "large" and "small" assemblages of receptor unit groups 1, 2, and 3 will be phenotypically exhibited, with equal frequencies of occurrence. This is without making allowance for any possible effect of differences in the threshold slope of surface for geotropic orientation, or of orientations at threshold slopes.
We have seen reason to regard the threshold slope for orientation as signifying the magnitude of gravitational pull (sin a) adequate to enforce significant excitation to an extent which dominates behavior, in the sense that statistically recognizable orientation is apparent; and that this threshold slope is determined by (1) the form and area of the group 1 receptor frequency distribution and (2) the magnitude of the "central" threshold for geotropic response (Crozier and Pincus, 1931-32 c, d) . If the latter element in the situation is governed by independent factors which may or may not be subject to unitary inheritance, and may be connected or not in a genetic or a developmental way with the sensory units given by the method of estimation we necessarily employ, a very confused condition may result in the population with which we now deal. We might then encounter some ten or more distinct cIasses of individuals, since a "B" group i might or might not be associated with an "A" --or a non-B--threshold a. The fact that threshold a increases with increasing age of individual, in a pure line, might make it desirable to use a still further coordinate, age, for adequate analysis of the curves. The argument against the occurrence of this particular phenomenon, however, is based in part upon the fact that the extreme upper value for 0 in the B stock is, at a = 20 °, about 0 = 62 °, the extreme lower 0 for A rats being 0 = 51°; this gives a zone, 51 ° to 62 °, within which, in fact, all the determinations for (F1 × A) individuals are found to fall at this slope of surface.
The converse possibility, nevertheless, does exist. A rat with A group 1 and B threshold 0 would be expected to show, at a = 20 °, a much lower orientation angle than 0 = 51 ° 4-1 °, since we have reason to hold that excitation of sense organs below threshold 0 does not affect the magnitudes of higher angles of orientation (cf. Crozier and Pincus, 1931-32d) ; none of the actual determinations are below this limit. At the other end of the ~---a curve we would find, on the basis of this possibility, that there should occur B type individuals with A threshold 8; this combination would result, it must be presumed, in rats withSat a = 70 ° above the 0 = 84 ° 4-0.5 ° characteristic of the B stock. In fact the entire lot of determinations of e at ~ = 70 ° for 41 (F1 X A) individuals examined range from 0 = 76.3 ° 4-1.09 ° to 85.9 ° 4-0.53 °, while the limits given by the performance of A and B grandparents are 79 ° to 84 °. The occurrence of occasional low individual mean O's at a = 70 °, through slipping, isunderstandable, and is recognizable by the behavior of a0; the notable fact is that no values are greatly above that for the B race. The test is more rigorous at a = 55 °. The range expected in the absence of any heritable "threshold factor" is from a little below 0 --78 ° :t: 0.8 ° to somewhat above 82 ° :t: 0.5°; that found is from 0 = 76.5 ° ± 1 ° to 83 ° :t: 0.9 °. Remembering that the O's for (F1 X A) rats are for individual animals, the correspondence is extraordinarily good.
We may then proceed to an attempted analysis of the individual 0--a curves obtained for (F1 × A), with the following possibilities in view: that the receptor groups 1, 2, 3 should be inherited alternatively as B type or A, with B dominant; that a BI type curve should show the threshold a and the mean 0 characteristic of that type; that an A~ type curve should show the threshold a characteristic of that type of curve, with or without an increase in the mean 0 as compared with that for pure line A individuals; and that differences in the variability of 0 should appear in both B~ and A1 type rats, such that some of each should exhibit a greater proportion of uncontrollable variation of 0 in the low a portion of the 0--a graph. The "disharmony effect" (Crozier and Pincus, 1931-32d) we do not expect to encounter in pronounced form, for reasons earlier discussed. These expectations are based directly upon the immediately foregoing considerations, and do not exclude the possibility of other complications.
A relatively large number of cases would be required for final demonstration of the details of a workable factorial basis for such a scheme, or of its limitations, since some 10 or 12 classes of (F1 X A) individuals would be expected.
Our primary purpose now will be served if we can succeed in obtaining demonstration that genetic segregation of the factors responsible for the magnitudes of 0 in A and B stocks does indeed occur. The possibility of such demonstration is at once given by the/acts of observation. A very considerable diversity of orientation angles is obtained with the (F~ X A) individuals, a state of affairs quite unlike that in the (F~ X B) population. To this extent the expectation of a pronounced difference between the (F~ X B) and the (F~ X A) backcross is thoroughly realized. We regard this as a very striking phenomenon, and as one incomprehensible save upon some such basis of theory as that we have been encouraged to use; it excludes the possibility of incompetent observation.
Orientation data were obtained from forty-one individuals, in mat-ings F1 X A and A × F1, which are summarized in Table I . The procedure has been described (Crozier and Pincus, 1931-32 a) . The fact that the constancy of a(P.E.e/0)/A0 is not affected by experimental modification of the conditions of excitation, as by the carrying of additional loads (Crozier and Pincus, 1931-32d) , makes it possible to deal with this index of variation (V.N.e) as a check upon the classification of individuals. Such use is predicated upon the finding that the relative variation of 8 is controlled by the conditions of excitation in the same manner as is the extent of the orientation itself (Crozier and Pincus, 1926-27b) , and that the two are organically interdependent (Crozier and Pincus, 1931-32 d) . It is to be remembered, however, that we are here dealing with data from single individuals, not with figures applicable to litters, and that P.E. of P.E.el is thus relatively high (n = 20 at each a), so that it may be rather difficult to determine the slope of the line connecting P.E.e/8 with 8, in any one instance, owing to the greater scatter of 8's at low slopes of surface. Moreover, .we have seen reason to believe (Crozier and Pincus, 1931-32e ) that influences affecting variation of 8, without materially influencing mean 8, may be involved in the cross-breeding result.
III
The classification of individuals arising in the backcross progeny of matings between F1 and race A presents a number of difficulties. In the light of previous experiments we might assume that the rats possessing a (dominant) B group 1 of excitation elements should orient at a = 15 ° (of. Crozier and Pincus, 1931-32 a) , those exhibiting A1 not until about a = 20 °. We have already found, however, that neither the threshold slope of surface nor the extent of response (0) at this threshold gives a thoroughly adequate basis for comparison of geotropic reactiveness among diverse pure lines (Crozier and Pincus, 1931-32 b) . We must in addition expect to encounter possible slight shifts of the maxima in the distribution curves for excitation groups 1, 2, and 3 (cf. Crozier and Pincus, 1929-30 b) , as well as slight shifts of the 0--a curve upward or downward on the 0 axis; the latter effect is to some extent apparent in pure lines, with rats of fixed age, particularly in comparing different litters. And with advancing growth (at 24 days, or thereabouts, in race A, for example), the apparent threshold a is increased, A technical difficulty possibly inheres in the fact that in taking observations at low slopes of surface the tendency inevitably is to impute orientation if possible; the probable errors of the mean O's of course serve to check this; the fact that the observed threshold a varies a little from time to time is given added significance by the finding that threshold a for significant upward orientation is easily modified by certain experimental treatments--for example, by suitable injection of caffein solution subcutaneously, added weights (Crozier and Pincus, 1929-30 b) , or the injection of adrenin (Crozier   TABLE I Mean angles of orientation (0) and Pincus, 1932-33 a, etc.). The final test for segregation of B vs. A groups 1, 2, 3 must be made independently of threshold effects, and must be based upon the shapes of the individual curves; but in applying this test it must be remembered that the general slope of the 0 a curve may be affected by the initial amplitudes of orientation--since a high initial 0 may necessarily require a lower tilt of the 0---log sin a curve when the upper limit of maximum orientation is relatively fixed. When diverse races of rats are compared (cf. Crozier and Pincus, 1926-27 b; 1931-32 a, etc.) there is, however, no necessary correlation between lowness of threshold 0 and steepness of the O--a curve. The presence with some individuals of the increased scatter of mean 8% at low a's (of. Crozier and Pincus, 1931-32 e), makes it necessary to employ all possible criteria.
The mean angles of orientation (0) for all (F1 × A) individuals are given in Table I . The (F1 X B) rats (Crozier and Pincus, 1931-32 for (F, × A) are strictly intermediate between those found for A and for B pure lines. The value at a = 15 ° ought to be, as it is, if anything a little lower than for B, since we do not expect AI type rats to orient at a = 15 °, but only at about a -20 °. Fig. 1 shows that the curve has a character differing from that for pure lines A and B, with a signifi-cant irregularity at O = 70°; this is equally demonstrated in the behavior of the mean variation of 0; for lines A and B, P.E.0 is a declining rectilinear function of sin a; for the combined data (forty-one individuals) in (F1 X A) P.E.e at a = 35 ° is "too high," and the curve (Fig. 2) is broken; the relative variation of 0 is also too high. Precisely the same sorts of indications are given by the averaged measurements for the members of single litters; the means agree with those given for the total (F1 X A) population, and the relative and the absolute variations of 0 show corresponding discontinuities. FIo. 2. P.EI0 as a function of sin a for the lumped observations from rats produced in the backcross FIX A; as in the case of the FI × A curve in Fig. 1 , the discontinuity indicates a population which is heterogeneous as concerns the manner of dependence of the probable error of mean o upon sin a.
These facts all indicate (1) that the (Ft × A) individuals differ from those produced by the backcross (F1 × B), and (2) that the (FIX A) population is heterogerieous.
On the most direct assuniptions we expect to find only some of the (FI X A) rats orienting at a = 15 °, and mean 0 at a --15 ° unimodaUy distributed; whereas all the rats should orient at a --20 °, with mean O's not distributed unimodally; and the P.E.'s of the mean O's should show similar distributions (cf. Crozier and Pincus, 1931-32 a, b) .
Twenty-one oriented at a -15°; three others were rather "doubtful," but gave no definite and reliable evidence of orientation below a = 20 °.
All the rats oriented typically at a = 20 °. It will be noted that this is just about the proportion to be expected if lower threshold a is associated with B1, higher threshold a with A1.
In the absence of complications affecting threshold slope of surface, such as we have already referred to, we would expect a slope a = 15 ° ,t0
.:
'~ ~4 ~5 18 17 18 19 "oo Fia. 3. There occur two rather clearly defined classes of young rats in the backcross F1 × A as regards the type of scatter of mean 0 as a function of sin =; this is shown in typical example both for rats which do not orient at a = 15 ° and for those which do. The subsequent analysis indicates the basis upon which the particular individuals for which data are here plotted are assigned the respective genetic compositions indicated; individuals Nos. 5 and 25 illustrate the type of scatter which is labelled R (rough), individuals Nos. 1 and 48 the much closer adherence to a smooth curve which is labelled type S (smooth).
to be characteristic of the B type lower portion of the 0--a curve, a slope = = 20 ° to be characteristic of the A type. We would expect the appearance of these two classes with equal frequencies, and without intermediates, if B1 and A1 are inherited alternatively and if no important "modifiers" are operative. It is to be emphasized that it is not intended to imply that a = 15 ° and a = 20 ° are peculiarly "absolute" threshold slopes: both in A and in B pure lines of rats the threshold slope varies slightly, and is difficult to determine within 4-2°; but all A rats orient at a = 20 °, and do not at 15 °, and all B rats (and FI(B x A) and F1 X B) orient at 15°; it is probable that in the cross-bred progeny small modifications of statistically recognizable threshold slopes could be found if sought for, but we are concerned only with the large difference which is unmistakable. Of the forty-one F~ × A individuals tested, twenty-one showed definite orientation at a = 15 °, twenty only at a = 20 °. On the basis we have thus far indicated, this corresponds quantitatively with the expectation that there is a clean-cut segregation of BI and A1 factors in the backcross progeny. Of the twenty-one orienting at a = 15 °, ten are female and eleven male. Of the twenty orienting at 20 ° , but not at 15 ° , six are female, fourteen male.
The case is in reality more complex. We have also to deal with the fact that in F~ca x s) there was evident a broadening of 8--6 plot in the low-a zone corresponding to the activity of excitation units of group 1. An effect of this sort must be recognized in certain of the individuals in the present backcross population. It is illustrated in Fig. 3 , and is recognized as an enhanced lateral scatter of the determinations of mean 0. The individual curves exhibiting this scatter have been labelled "rough," R; those not exhibiting it are by contrast "smooth," S. Of the forty-one tested individuals, twenty-two and possibly two others, gave curves plainly showing the R type of spread (Fig. 3) ; seventeen definitely showed the S character (these are indicated in Table II ). The occurrence of these two types, S and R, in relation to threshold a and to sex, is as follows: It is to be noted that any "accidental" irregularities in the determination of mean O's would lead to an over-estimate of the R group. The R effect was attributed (Crozier and Pincus, 1931-32 b) to a developmental disharmony; in the F1 × B population it was not de-tectable. On this basis about half the B~ type rats in the F~ X A generation should show the effect, the others not.
The frequency distribution of mean 0 for F1 × A rats at a = 15 °, consequently of those assumed to be of B~ type, is sharply monomodal (Fig. 4) , the peak coinciding with the e already known for F, (A x B) and ,,I-T ~'xB F~xA r~xA Fzo. 4. Frequency distribution of mean o for various types of individuals produced in matings of strains A and B--F1, F1 X B, and FI × A. Of the latter there are two categories, those which orient at ot = 15 °, and which show a modal o agreeing essentially with that obtMned with F1 and with pure B; of the latter, orienting at threshold a = 20 °, but not at 15 °, the majority show a mean 0 agreeing with that already known for race B. Of the individuals orienting at 15 °, something more than one-half show a mean o at a = 20 ° which corresponds with that found for race B, the remainder a modal mean 0 corresponding to that known for race A. The reasons for this are discussed in the text, where the symbols are explained.
for F1 × B (Crozier and Pincus, 1931-32 b) . The S and R types do not differ in this; in Fig. 4 the R type is shown in solid squares, t h e S open. The distribution of P.E.s is similarly like that for F1 and for F1 × B, though for FI × A its mode is a little higher, like that for Fl(a × B) with B ~ parent.
At a --20 ° the B1 type rats--those already seen to orient at a = 15 °, --show two modal ~'s; one is rather close to that typical of pure A, the other is equivalent to that for pure B. Closer inspection indicates that the individuals as subsequently classified on the basis of the shapes of their orientation curves exhibit a significant correlation with these findings. The young rats thus presumed to have the phenotypic composition B~A2B8 have a lower mean 0 at a = 20 ° than do the others; the presence of an A~ group (homozygous) lowers the B~ graph; whereas with A~ individuals, all those not AiAgi8 in composition show a B transmitted independently. The three components of the curve ~0/A log sin ~ vs. sin a for each of the grandparental strains (Crozier and Pincus, 1929-30 b, etc.) might be integrated separately and the various possible phenotypic combinations constructed by suitable addition of B1 with A2, A1 with B~, and so on, thus producing ~--a curves for the several types of individuals expected to exhibit the corresponding assortments of genetic units. The integral forms of the component receptor groups are given in Fig. 5 . Six such combinations are in prospect, in addition to the grandparental types. Two obstacles, however, prevent the precise use of such a method, even were the available data much more extensive. We do not know precisely enough the exact threshold slopes of surface. This means that even with the pure lines A and B there is an uncertainty about the absolute values of the ordinate scales (0) in terms of a common standard; a common standard must be employed if B1 and A~ are to be added. For example, B1 as given by its differential plot (cf. Crozier and Pincus, 1929-30 b) corresponds to 14.4 0 units, in the B stock for which 0 increases 29 ° above the threshold response 0 = 55°+; A,, in corresponding units = 7.94 above a threshold 0 of 52.8 ° for the A race. But in the backcross individuals we apparently have some A1 type with a B~ type threshold 8, which gives the second obstacle to the suggested treatment. These integrations have been carried through, however, for their suggestive value; various assumptions regarding the nature of the measurable threshold response have been tested, but need not be given here since they do not necessarily add anything to the classification later made by rougher means; the curves in Fig. 5 are useful as indicating merely the kinds of 0 a curves to be expected. We have already commented upon the fact that in the data from crossbred populations slight shifts are apparent in the modes of the receptor groups. This may be taken to suggest that certain of the subsidiary modifications of the slopes of the ~--log sin ~ curve could be due to changes in the relation of frequency of stepping to sin a; the frequency of leg movements (speed of progression) is involved in the logarithmic differentiation of 0 by sin a from which the frequency distribution of receptor thresholds is deduced (Crozier and Pincus, 1929-30 a) . It may also be taken to indicate that even in the case of rats from inbred lines (A, B, etc.) a more elaborate determination of the 0--log sin curve, employing a larger number of slopes of surface, might reveal detectable discontinuities of small magnitude. Confining attention to the slopes of the 0 a curves, and particularly to the regions where the relatively uncomplicated effects of groups 1, 2, and 3 might be looked for, the classification outlined in [4 ~5 i.6 i.7 ~8 i.9 0.0 log ~in a Fia. 6. 0 as a function of log sin a for pure line B is essentially reproduced in the behavior of individuals extracted from the backcross FI × A taken to hav.e the composition B1BzBa. The curve is also shown for individuals assigned the composition B1B~4 a; this curve is lower than the foregoing (see text).
when it has a B1 type threshold a. But with reference to their shapes, the individual curves do, however, fall into certain definite categories. It is simplest to begin with those curves which appear to be of B type throughout, since experience with F, progeny of A × B has already demonstrated certain sources of confusion which effectively disappear when these are backcrossed to the B stock. Such individuals are found in Nos. 6, 21, 23, 33, and 48 . For these the variation data (Figs. 8, 9 , and 10) also show internal concordance. For those indi-viduals taken to be BIB2Bs the p~centage modifiable varialien is 65.5 per cent, identical with that for the phenotypicaUy B~B~B8 type obtained by crossing F~ with the B line; V.N. log si~, and V.N. s~n d are a little less, as is also the total mean variation of 0; the latter is about as in the B stock. This is entirely in agreement with what .we have already had reason to expect (cf. Crozier and Pincus, 1931-32 As seen in Fig. 6 , the B1B~Bs group gives mean O's agreeing very precisely with data from a group of great-grandparent pure B's; the plotted points are of about the same statistical weight in the two sets compared. Whereas the BIB~48 group gives a curve definitely lower at all points, and of different shape (Fig. 6) , BlAb,48 and BIA2B3 mean curves differ as expected (Fig. 7) ; the decided changes of slope occur in the regions where the separate curves in Fig. 5 require if the total effect is an additive one. The agreement of B~B~B3 with its B progenitors in the matter of variation is striking.. In Fig. 8 there have been plotted data on the variation of 0 as a function of sin a for four assemblages of young rats independently assigned the phenotypic composition B1B~B,: pure B's (great-grandparents), F~(~xB), F, × B, and the present lot (B~B~B3 in Table II ). The dataare ~tvenasrnear~ P.E.0 computed from P.E.0's for n = 20 in each case. It is obvious that the capacity to exhibit variation of 0 is identical in the four groups. This kind of invariance is also evident in the case of the AIA~Aa lot and its homologs (cf. Fig. 12, etc.) , and is all the more strik- (Fig. 10) shows corresponding discontinuities. The peculiar discontinuities in Fig. 9 have not been encountered in pure stocks A, B, K, or P, nor in Flea x m; failure of material has prevented our re-examination of this point for R. rattus (Crozier and Pincus, 1926-27 b) . It would be of more than passing interest to learn why P.E.0 is smoothly related to sin a in the pure stocks, and if long inbreeding of the heterozygotes (e.g., BlAb,43) would modify the effect seen in Fig. 9 . The possible r61e of influences affecting the frequency of stepping we have already commented upon. The four classes of A1 type rats grouped by use of the same criteria as those used for the B~ rats give mean 0% plotted in Fig. 11 . In fitting curves to these they have been made to pass as smoothly as possible and in such a manner that the departure of any point from its curve is less than the probable error of its mean. Again the form of each curve is that which would be expected from the association of receptor groups indicated. All four curves are above that for pure A stock; this presumably is due to the action of accessory influences introduced by the B stock, of the type to which reference was made in the introductory account. The argument here is a duplication of that already outlined for the interpretation of the data in the B1 assemblage of rats.
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The variation of 0 for A1Agt8 rats agrees quantitatively with that for pure A, as shown in Figs. 12 and 13 ; the modifiable variation is less (60 per cent) than for BIBzBs; for the other three groups discontinuities appear in the relation of P.E.a to sin a which are of precisely the same character as those exhibited in the four B1 groups ( Figs. 14 and 15; cf. Figs. 9 and 10 ). The coherence of the complex system of indications provided by these figures is strong evidence that their suggestions are significant. The discontinuities apparent in the graphs of variation of 0 as a function of sin a, and of 0, are of course consistent with the general idea that the total variation of performance (in an inbred !ine) is determined by the total number of excitation • units available. Discontinuity of variability appears in the region of transition from one receptor group (Fig. 5) because the marginal receptors in use determine the rate of change of variation of 0.
V
We are thus in a position to conclude that a consistent picture of the inheritance of geotropic performance in crosses of rats of lines A and B is given by the theory that the three recognizable receptor groups concerned in each race are inherited independently, and ailelomorphically as concerns the members of homologous pairs in the two races. The shapes of the curves produced by the backcross l~ogeny are understandable in this way, as well as the thresholds for oriented response and the peculiar properties of the variation of orientation. To this simple picture of the genetic basis for phenotypic segregation must be added, however, certain comparatively minor modifying effects which have been characterized as disharmony due to heterozygosis (factors introduced by the B stock) and the influence of association between B and A factors phenotypically exhibited upon the magnitude of response at threshold intensity of excitation.
It is of interest to make a direct test of the validity of the grouping of individuals in the F1 × A generation which has appeared consistent with this interpretation. To this end rat 24 9 (cf. Table II) raised to maturity and mated to an A line male. The five young were examined for geotropic orientation. This particular rat was chosen because she had been assigned the composition A1B~4a, with group 2 heterozygous (since No. 24 had resulted from F~(~ x B) X A). The progeny were thus necessarily expected to be of two types only--A~A~I8 and A~B~43. The data are given in Table III . There are clearly enough two classes of young. Mean 0's for each are plotted in Fig. 16 ; they correspond well with the two types so labelled in Fig. 11 . The variation of 0 shows (Fig. 17) a concordant separation into two types, the A~B~I8 group exhibiting breaks of the sort already seen in Fig. 14 ; a larger series would permit the treatment of certain minor differences in these figures which are presumably due to the continuation of backcrossing.
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The inheritance of elements of geotropic performance in lines of rats (A and B) has been investigated by examining the orientation of young offspring produced in matings of FI(~ x B~ with A: Previous studies had shown that the three recognizable groups of receptor elements concerned in geotropic orientation in each of these lines appeared to be inherited in such a way that B groups were dominant with respect to A groups, although this was to a minor extent complicated by influences affecting the variation of orientation as well as the exact form of the curve relating orientation angle (0) to slope of surface. In the backcross F1 × A, therefore, at least eight different types of curves were to be expected. These are in fact identifiable among the fortyone individuals carefully studied. Their classification is concordant with the behavior of the respective indices of variation of 8, for which an interpretation has been provided. The basic result is, therefore, that the three receptor groups of excitation units are inherited independently, and alternatively as regards the members of a homologous pair, and that rather simple dominance relations obtain between homologous groups from the two races, namely that a B effect is dominant over the homologous A effect. This interpretation has been tested in various ways, and is in principle completely consistent with the results of a similar experiment involving races A and K.
